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Spoils system president

A painting by political cartoonist Amous Thomas Nast shows President Jackson riding a large pig labeled fraud. Bribery and spoil-eating robberies of Andrew Jackson's destructive system are the most obvious way he breaks his promise to fight Washington corruption. Under the spoiler system, Jackson replaced many of the enduring civil
service agents. - Approximately 10% of federally appointed positions - With his own friends and supporters, many of whom bring incompetence to their posts. While Jackson advertises federal reform as a way to clean up the damaged ilk left behind by Adams, his spoiler system aw a rash of appointments based on personal relationships
and favors owed over merit and entitlement. This heavily reeked of corruption Jackson vowed to wag a crusade against. In Jackson's mind, the importance of maintaining a stong political network is often superced by the need to have qualified bureaucrats. Here's an example to the case of General John McLean, who insisted on taking an
unorthodox stance during the 1828 campaign, a key Jackson ally, Duff Green, editor at Telegraph USA, confirmed that McLean was removed from his post because he had never endorsed Jackson. Green and McLean both have close ties to Vice President Calhoun, so Jackson must carefully navigate this situation. His solution was to
move McLean to the Supreme Court and place his friend William Barry as the new general. The consequences of replacing a skilled Postmaster general to pay for favors are predictable: as Daniel Walker Howe noted, Barry allowed the quality of the post office to deteriorate, while jackson-based journalist Amos Kendall revealed the
rottenness in his department. Jackson assigned Swatch as a New York Port Collector, at the time of Swartwout in his office, he embezzled more than $1,225,000 before fleeing the country. Andrew Jackson's actions against the system undermine the smooth operation of the American government. At least in some cases, unqualified
appointments are lower compared to their predecessors. These actions do not stand up for the general public. They were a big pleasure in Jackson's record, calling him a general male champion. Howe, Daniel Walker, What Lord Hath fought: The Transformation of America, 1815-1848. Oxford: Oxford University Publishing, 2009. Branson
and B.R. SWARTWOUT, Samuel's Guide to Texas Online| The Texas State Historical Society (TSHA) on June 15, 2010, reached on November 29, 2018 . . A letter from Andrew Jackson to John Eaton in which he accepted the resignation of former secretary of state John Eaton. He told Eaton that I would... Get qualified friends In our
memoriam-civil service, as is, a political cartoon by Thomas Nast shows a statue of Andrew Jackson on a pig, which is more than a fraud, Bribery and waste, eat, robbery were included in Harper's Weekly on April 28, 1877, p. 325 in politics and government, the spoiler system (also known as the patronage system) was a practice in which
political parties, after winning elections, served the government's civil service to fellow supporters (cronyism) and nepotism as a reward for their work, motivation and for the party' work, whose office won on the basis of some measure of merit without political activity. The term was particularly used in U.S. politics, where the federal
government operated in the spoiler system until the Pendleton Act passed in 1883, as the civil service reform movement, after which the spoiler system was largely replaced by unorthodox merit at the U.S. federal level. The word is derived from the phrase Spoil victory by New York Senator William L. Marcy. It refers to Andrew Jackson's
victory in the 1828 election, with the word broken, meaning goods or benefits taken from the losers in the race. Similar spoilers are common in other countries that follow the traditions of tribal organizations or other kinship groups and localism in general. Originating before 1828, moderation prevailed over the transfer of political power from
one U.S. president to another. Andrew Jackson's debut on March 4, 1829 signaled a sharp departure from a former office seeker described as democratic enthusiasm. Jackson's supporters have been lavished with the promise of a position in return for political support. These contracts were honored by the removal of many after Jackson
assumed power. At the beginning of jackson's administration, 919 officers were fully removed from government positions, amounting to nearly 10 percent of all government posts [ 4]:328–33. The most difficult-to-change organizations in the federal government proved to be post offices, the post offices are the largest departments in the
federal government and have more personnel than war departments. In one year, 423 postmasters were barred from their positions, mostly with an extensive record of good service [ 4]:334 reforms in the late 1860s, the public began demanding civil service reform. Working under the liberal Republican Party in 1872, they [the necessary
clarification] were defeated by Ulysses S. Grant. A Garfield by Asylum seekers in 1881 called for intensifying civil servant reforms. The scrutiny of the federal spoiler system came with the passage of the Pendleton Act of 1883, which created a bipartisan civil servants committee to evaluate job candidates on an unorthodox merit basis.
While few jobs are protected under the law initially, the law allows presidents to transfer their jobs and current holders into the system, thereby providing permanent job holders. The access of the Pendleton Act was expanded into two main political parties, switching control of the White House to every election between 1884 and 1896. In
the 1900s, most federal jobs were handled through the civil service and spoiler systems were limited to fewer positions, though many state and federal patronage systems were not affected by the law, Karabell argued that the Pendleton Act was instrumental in creating professional civil service and the rise of modern bureaucracy. The law
also makes major changes to campaign finances as parties are forced to look for new campaign funding sources such as wealthy donors. The separation between political activism and civil servants is strengthened by the Hatch Act of 1939, which prohibits federal employees from engaging in numerous political activities. The spoiler
system has survived for a long time in many states, counties and municipalities, such as tammany hall, which survived until the 1950s, when New York City reformed its own civil service. Illinois modernized its bureaucracy in 1917 under Frank Lowden, but Chicago held on to foster a city government until the city agreed to end the practice
in the decree. The White House searched from 2010 to 1983. Bartleby.com.Recall 2010-09-05 ^ Dictionary Definition Broken ^b Howe, Daniel W. (2007) What God Wrench, Change of America, 1815-1848. Oxford University Publishing, Inc. ISBN 978-0-19-507894-7. Carabel, pp. 108–111. White 2017, pp. 467–468 SOURCE Timothy
Gilflo (2006) The Story of Pickpockets: The Underworld of nineteenth-century New York Griffith, Ernest S. Norton, 978-0393329896. Modern Urban Development in Britain and the United States (1927) Hoogenboom, Ari Arthur Abuse with Spoilers: The History of the Reformation Movement, 1865–1883 (1961) Karabell, Zachary (2004)
New Chester Alan Arthur Istrogorski, M. Democratic and Partisan Systems in the United States (1910) Rubio, Philip F. History of Affirmative Action, 1619–2000 University of Mississippi Press (2001) Van Ripper, Paul. The History of the U.S. Civil Service Office, Greenwood Press (1976; 1958 Edition) Richard White (2017), The Republic
where it stood: The United States during the Restoration and Guild Era: 1865–1896 Oxford University Publishing Isbn 9780190619060 External links search spoilers in wiktionary free dictionary The American Encyclopedia Fish, Carl Russell (1905), a Civil Servant and Patron of New York, pulled from Jackson into the White House with an
uncertain policy agenda, beyond that vague for Reform (or revenge) and a commitment to settle relations between states and Indian tribes within their borders. In these two stories, he moves fast and decisively. During the campaign, Jackson charged Adams's bureaucracy with fraud and his election work. As president, he began to
eliminate sweeps among high-ranking government officials, such as the Head of the Washington Bureau of Land and Customs and federal officials and lawyers, jackson claims to be eradicating corruption, laziness and arrogance that comes with taking a long tenure and restoring the opportunity to serve the government to a large citizen
through 2020. The rotation in the office, however, hastens and ingenuity do a lot to confuse his purpose. Under the guise of reform, many offices were doled out as a reward for political services. Newspaper editors who championed Jackson's cause, some of them very unfavorable characters, came in special favors. His most astonishing
appointment was an old army comrade and political sycophant named Samuel Swartwout, from all the jackson recommendations, making him a collector of New York City's custom sheds, where the government collects nearly half a year of revenue. In 1838, Swartwout was spared more than $1 million, a staggering sum for that day.
Jackson denied that the political criterion spurred his appointment, citing honesty and efficiency as his only goal. But he accepted the office's support for Adams as evidence of impropriety, and in choosing a replacement, he only relied on advice from his own party. Senator Jackson of New York, William L. Jackson of New York. Marcy,
defending Jackson's removal by frankly declaring in 1832 that in politics was at war, to victory was the enemy's waste. Jackson was never straightforward or straightforward. The creation of a destructive system of partisan management of patronage is not his conscious intention, even though it is what he does. Most were removed or
removed from the U.S. Northeast by the time Jackson became president, but in the Southwest, Cherokee, Shika saw, Choctaws, and Creek still occupied large parts of Georgia, Alabama, Mississippi, and Tennessee. Jackson doesn't hate Indians as a competition. He was friendly with many Indians and brought home Indian orphans from
the Creek campaign to raise money for his household as a companion to his adopted children, but Jackson believed that Indian civilization was lower than whites, and for his own survival, tribes pressured by white settlers would have to fuse into individuals or take them west out of danger. Even formalities, he assumes that tribes living in
the state are not independent sovereign entities but as wards of government and tenants according to will. The inherent conflict between tribes and government agencies came to a head just as Jackson assumed the office. The Cherokee country has been a feature of many of white civilizations, including written language, newspapers and
government constitutions. Under the treaty with the federal government, the tribe sovereignty over its territory in Georgia and adjacent states. Georgia, Alabama, and Mississippi retaliated by asserting state jurisdiction over their Indian domains. Jackson supports the state. He maintained that the federal government had no right to protect
the Cherokee from Georgia's invasion. If Indians want to preserve their tribal governments and landowners, they must be removed from the existing state. To facilitate Jackson's removal, induction to Congress in the 1830s passed a bill that gave him the power to place a new Indian hometown in western Mississippi, swapping them for
holding tribes present, buying indian capital improvements and paying the cost of their Western transportation. This is the only major piece of legislation passed by Jackson's behest in his eight years as president. He gave Indians a simple choice: send them to government agencies or immigrants beyond Mississippi. Offer generous help
on the one hand and the threat of digestion on the other. Chickasaws and Choctaws easily delivered creeks under duress, only the Cherokee could resist a bitter end. Tentatively in The Cherokee Nation v. Georgia in 1831, and more force in Worcester v. Georgia, the next year the Supreme Court up. But these legal victories suggest that
there is no practical opposition for the tribe to use Tacitly backed by Jackson, Georgia ignoring the verdict. Although the Cherokees largely rejected the treaty, those who refused to remove it under its terms were eventually rounded and transplanted west by military forces in 1838 under Martin Van Buren, Jackson's successor. A brief
military campaign about the resistance of upper Mississippi by the Black Hawk band of Sacs and Foxes in 1832 and in 1835, a long and bloody war to sub-seminoles began in Florida. Most tribes go without power. Considering the coercion produced, they were largely fair and generous removal treaties. Their executions are miserable. In
general, the treaty promises fair payment for Indian land and goods, safe transportation to the West and livelihoods upon arrival, and the protection of the property of those who choose to stay behind under the jurisdiction of the state. These protections collapsed under pressure from corrupt contractors, unscrupulous traders and white
intruders backed by government agencies. Jackson's desire to save and avoid problems with the state government continues under federal efforts to protect the tribe. For this record, he bore the ultimate responsibility. Jackson didn't count the abuse counts but he ignored them though often as a sticker for a precise letter of official
obligations, he promised the Indians that the government did not and may not be able to respond. The American System and The Maysville Road Veto, when Jackson took office, was a leading controversy in Congress related to the American system of economic development policy announced by Henry Clay and further by the previous
Adams administration. As a senator in 1824, Jackson supported a double pillar of the system of preventive taxes to promote domestic industry and federal subsidies for transportation projects (known as internal improvements). These policies are particularly popular in the middle of the country, from western Pennsylvania through Ohio to
Indiana, Illinois and Missouri. They were widely hated in the south, mainly of which they were regarded as a device in the wealth siphon, from cotton farmers to northern producers. Many Americans judge the American system by impacting their local interests. Jackson has supported it on national grounds, as a way to strengthen the
country and secure economic independence. Particularly bad transport is hamstrung. Military efforts in the 1812 war but an incredible scramble in Congress for favors and subsidies and acrimony increased portions over taxes during President Adams's turn against the system. As a nationalist, he destroyed the divisiveness that threatened
disarmament, and he came to see taxes, protection and transportation subsidies as vehicles for corruption and for the advancement of privilege. Jackson announced his new policy by a bill to rescue Maysville Road in Kentucky in 1830, a string of similar vetoes followed, essentially stopping the federal internal renovation spending. Back in
the tax rate, Jackson repealed the defense in 1831 and endorsed a rate cut. He urged the Jeffersonian to put him ahead, urging him to return to a simple and simple government. Jackson, meanwhile, has increasingly rejected southern opposition to the tax rates headed by his own vice president, John C. Calhoun of South Carolina.
Radical South Carolina residents blame tax rates for all their economic anxieties and misfortunes. They condemned it as using the constitutional authority of Congress, a measure that would increase the wealth of illegal channels from the south to the north under the guise of import taxes. Drawing the resolutions of Virginia and Kentucky
against the Alien and Inciting Act in 1798, Calhoun has fashioned the argument that each state acting through a formal convention may interfere with its authority to declare a void and void any federal law deemed to violate the Constitution. At a political dinner in the 1830s, he sealed his disapproval by staring at Calhoun and toasted that
our federal union: It must have been preserved, The Eaton Affair Jackson had become far from Calhoun over the Washington scandal that simmered Jackson's war minister, John Henry Eaton, a former Army comrade, jackson biographer, his campaign biographer and neighbor tennessee. He is a president who holds a cabinet that
consists of strangers close to him. Before the launch, Eaton was married to Margaret O'Neale Timberlake, the evil daughter of a Washington hotel, a scandal circulating about Peggy O'Neale, whose first husband of the Navy died overseas under mysterious circumstances shortly before she married Eaton, rumoured to say he killed himself
over her loyalty to Eaton, the wife of the Cabinet, including Calhoun's wife Floride, who praised Peggy with abhorrence and shunned her ostensibly in the snubbing of Mrs Eaton, Jackson saw the kind of persecution he believed had haunted himself for her death. He also believes he spied a plot to drive Eaton out of his closet, separating
him among strangers and controlling his administration. The plot's boss, Jackson, came to the decision, Calhoun. It also provides evidence that during an argument about his Florida invasion in 1818, Calhoun criticized him in Monroe's cabinet while posting publicly as his protector. Now Jackson accuses Calhoun of betrayal, starting an
angry contact that ends with a social relationship between the two. Eaton's scandal has left Jackson's household removed. His niece, White House host Emily Tennessee Don Nelson, refused to link up with Mrs. Eaton and her husband Emily, Jackson's nephew and private secretary Andrew Jackson, Don Nelson, to support her. One
Cabinet official who stood apart from snubbing was a man without a wife to argue with - Secretary of State Martin van Buren of New York, the widow. Jackson was attracted to Van Buren, both by his court, to Peggy Eaton and his policy views, Van Buren wanted to return to the simple and strict builders who governed the philosophy of the
old Jeffersonian party. In practical political terms, he is trying to build a coalition of farmers and ordinary Republicans. Concretely, the Southern alliance with New York and Pennsylvania, which sustained Jefferson Van Buren, opposed the American system, but in a broad philosophy rather than a narrow space, while Jackson separated
from Calhoun. In 1831, Eaton imbroglio threatened to paralyze the administration, Eaton and Van Buren created a solution: they resigned, gave Jackson the opportunity to demand the resignation of other secretaries and appoint a whole new cabinet, in return for Van Buren Jackson, naming him as the top minister to britain's highest post
in american diplomatic service. The nomination came before the Senate, where Vice President Calhoun voted in a tie-up that held a vote against it. Van Beren, who assumed his station overseas, returned home as Jackson's alternative political fighter for vice president in 1832 and his successor appeared to the presidential crisis and
reconciliation of 1833 as Van Buren rose and Calhoun fell, arguing the taxes mounted with the crisis. Congress passed a new tax rate in 1832 that cut some interest rates, but continued to protect principles. Some Southerners claim this is a sign of progress, but South Carolina residents see it as a reason to abandon hope in Washington.
In November, the Convention of the State declared the tax rate unconstitutional and void and void. South Carolina's state legislature pursued measures to block the collection of federal custom revenue at state ports and to protect the state with anti-federal intrusion weapons. Jackson answered on two fronts. He called on Congress to
lower the tax rate further, but he also sought strengthening powers to enforce revenue laws. Personally, and perhaps, for calculated political outcomes, he talked about marching the army into South Carolina. Kalhoun Hanging In December, he issued an official declaration against the nullification drafted largely by Secretary of State
Edward Livingston, a document that questioned The Carolinian's obsession with taxes, reminding them of their patriotic legacy, eviscerated in the 1980s. The constitutional theory behind the void, and warn against taking this disastrous step: not be deceived by the name. Repression by the armed forces is a rebellion. While Jackson
thundered, Congress stirred for a solution to a civil war. Henry Clay, the leader of Congress' opposition to Jackson and staff waters of the American system. Join a bizarre alliance with John C. Calhoun, who has resigned as lame duck vice president to sit in the Senate. They fashion a bill to reduce tax rates in a series of steps over nine
years. In early 1833 Congress passed this compromise tax rate and was also a law enforcement force to enforce revenue laws even though Clay-Calhoun forces tried to deny Jackson credit for the settlement, he was fully satisfied with the outcome. South Carolina, claiming victory, rescinded the void of taxes but nullified the labor bill in its
final stance against principles. The compromise in 1833 brought the tax turmoil to an end until the 1840s, the first time an internal update was made, and then with the tax rate, the American system was essentially stymied. Veto Bank, Clay Calhoun's ally of Congress, advances the confluence of all Jackson's enemies as a new opposition
party. The issue sealed this coalition, steady Jackson's own following, and dominated his second term as president as the second bank of the United States. Bank of America is a public quasi company chartered by Congress to manage the federal finances and provide the nation's currency a voice. Headquartered in Philadelphia with
branches across the state, it is the nation's only national financial institution. The federal government owns one-fifth of the shares, and the president of the United States appoints one-fifth of the directors. Like other banks chartered by the state legislature, banks lend for profit and paper currency issued by reserves breed. Its record is a
tender under federal law, and then also a federal banker himself manages a loan and collects, transfers and disbursements. The bank's national access and official status allow it to take advantage of state banks and over-finance and national credit. The former Bank of the United States was chartered in 1791 at the urgent of Secretary of
The Treasury Alexander Hamilton. The opposition is one of the founding theories of the Democrat-Republican Jeffersonian. The party allowed the bank to expire when the twenty-year-old charter expired in 1811. In 1816, Congress leased the second bank again for twenty years. Indiscriminate lending and mismanagement led to a deep
lyrical debate during the boom and bust of speculation that led to the panic of 1819, calls for the revocation of the charter, but the extreme oversight of the new bank chairman Nicholas Biddle did much to repair its reputation in 1820. In fact, the most informative observers see it as indispensable. Initially, jackson's own supporters attacked
the bank in his first message to Congress in 1829, Biddle tried to compromise him, but Jackson's opposition to charter renewal seemed unable to move. He believes that the bank is not only unconstitutional, as Jefferson and his followers have long maintained, but that intense financial power is a threat to popular freedoms. Under the
guidance of Senators Henry Clay and Daniel Webster, Biddle said: We are very sorry. They calculated that Jackson would not dare issue a veto on the eve of the election. If he does, they will create problems in the campaign, the bill recharter through Congress, and on July 10, Jackson has crammed it. The veto text is one of President
Jackson's designated documents. Clearly for the public eye, some of it reads more like a political expression than communicating with Congress. Jackson read his constitutional objections and suggested some questionable economic arguments aimed at owning foreign bank stocks, but the crux of the message was a privileged attack that
private equity enjoys in charter government companies. Differences in society are always there under every government. Equality of competence, education or wealth cannot be produced by human institutions. In the full enjoyment of the gift of heaven and fruit of the industry, superior economy and virtue, everyone is entitled to equal legal
protection, but when the law operates to increase these natural differences and just artificial advantages to name, gratuities, and privileges, to make rich and more potent, humble members of society— Farmers, mechanics, and workers- who don't have time or means of security like a favor to themselves, are entitled to complain of their
government's injustice. There is no necessary evil in government. Its evil is just in its transgress. If it's going to limit itself to equality, And just as heaven made the rain bath, its favor is the same in the high and low rich and poor, it will be a blessing to the unqualified. Although some traditional Jackson men were flabbergasted and angry at
his turn against the bank, the veto was not the only one of its kind. Held in Congress. It became a key issue in the presidential campaign, with both parties distributing copies of Jackson's message. Jackson read his re-election as a mandate to pursue his attacks on the next bank. Eliminating deposits as soon as the nullification crisis is
resolved, Jackson takes his next step. The bank's involvement in the presidential campaign has convinced him more than ever for inherent corruption. To pull its fangs until the charter ran out in 1836, he committed to withdrawing federal deposits from banks and putting them in selected state banks. This is a maneuver that needs a
delicacy. Under the Secretariat of the Treasury, not the president has the power to remove deposits. He also needs to explain his reasons to Congress, where the House of Representatives recently voted by a two-to-one margin, that deposits should be where they live. Jackson drew his cabinet at the disposal, largely opposed, but he
received the support and arguments he needed from Attorney General Roger Teney. Jackson drew a paper explaining his decision to read to the Cabinet and instructed Treasury Secretary William John Duane to carry out the removal, but Jackson Duane's vendetta denied he also refused to resign, so Jackson fired him and put Taney in
his place. Teney ordered the removal, which was largely completed by the time Congress convened in December 1833, even to many of congressmen' enemies, failed to count Jackson's prosecution. He has rejected the intent of Congress, rode rudely over the treasury minister's legal control in the public purse, and removed public money
from legally permitted, hand-held accounts of the Bank of America to untried, unregulated, and perhaps entirely irresponsible collection of state banks. For many, Jackson seemed to consider himself above the law. Fortunately for Jackson, bank president Nicholas Biddle responded too much and played in his hands about deposit removal
as the war-torn declaration opened, Biddle determined to force a recharter by creating a financial panic. The loss of deposits required to attenuate the bank's loan, but Biddle carried out a contraction more than necessary in a deliberate attempt to squeeze businessmen into wanting to recharter credit management for this political end,
acting only to distract the bank and to thwart Jackson's austerity with it. Congress didn't consider a recharter, but it lashed out at Jackson. Clay people and the anti-tax South can't agree with the American system; Can't agree on rechartering the bank; but they can unite in their rage at Jackson's high-handed process with it. In the 1833-
1834 session, Jackson's enemies converged to create a new party. They rejected Jackson's nomination for government director of the Bank of America, rejected Taney as secretary of the Treasury, and in March 1834 brought a censorship resolution against Jackson himself to assume that power and power were not confessed by the
Constitution and the law, but in the deterioration of both. Jackson protested censorship, arguing that the Senate had adopted the moral equivalent of impeachment conviction without formal accusations, without a ruling, and without the necessary two-thirds vote. Led by Thomas Hartbenton, Jackson's defenders mounted a crusade to expel
censorship from the Senate journal. They succeeded in 1837, at the end of President Jackson, after Democrats finally won control of the Senate majority, defeating banks, retiring from anger after 1834, when the charter expired, was re-accepted from Pennsylvania and continued to operate as a state institution. At the same time, state
banks cut loose from central restraint and gorged on federal funds to go on a lending spree that helped fuel a speculative boom in the Western territories. Everything collapsed in the panic of 1837, which broke just as Jackson retired from office. The depression that led president Martin van Beren and lingered in the 1840s, Jackson's



unsatisfactory experiment with state banks helped push his economic ideas toward greater violence. He withdrew all the currency of the banknotes and demanded a return to the hard currency of gold and silver. He ordered the release of The Specie Circular in 1836, which had to be paid in dollars for Western public land. At the end of his
presidency, he was attacking all charter companies, including manufacturing concerns. His farewell address in 1837, drafted largely by Taney, warned of the insidious money power that threatened to destroy American freedom. Slavery and the abolition during Jackson's presidency question the momentary question of slavery that invaded
politics forcefully. Opponents who declared the north of slavery known as the abolitione held and began attacking the country and Congress with petitions and petitions to get rid of this great republican. Slave defenders respond with rejection and with violence. They claim, in the interest of public safety, that criticizing slavery is not only
answered but silenced. In particular, South Carolina nullifiers, linked to tax repeal as part of a systematic campaign of northern oppression against the South. Nothing shows that Jackson ever pondered slavery as a basic moral question. Such thoughts are not in his character: he is a man of action, not a philosophy. Like his neighbors, he
bought and sold slaves and used them to run his garden and wait for his needs. Jackson responded to the controversy, dismissing the political conditions purely. He sees it as a threat to the unity of his own party and the National Democratic Party, and on that ground he condemns the agitation of both parties. During the Jackson
administration, Congress began implementing the annual gag rule to allow discussion of repeal petitions from the House and Senate floors. In 1835, the abolitionist sent thousands of anti-Slavery tractors through letters directly to southern clerks, officials and prominent citizens. Many have never been delivered intercepted by southern
posters or by angry mobs. Jackson introduced a federal crackdown on irrational publications and condemnation. The wicked attempt of a abolitionist to provoke a slave rebellion, his farewell address in 1837, warned of the dangers of bigotry in both the North and south.
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